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East Lothian Council 

Off-Site Activity Risk Assessment 

Assessed By: LB 

Date: 28th January 2020 Activity - Open Fires 

This Risk Assessment is a Generic Risk Assessment. 

Hazards Specific to each trip should be recorded using the Event Specific Notes section of EVOLVE. 

Hazard/Risk Control Measures 

These should be proportionate to the Level of Risk which takes into account likelihood of adverse event and potential 
consequence of adverse event 

Burns Close group management throughout activity 
Ensure participants walk around outside of the fire area and not through it 
Carry water / burn gel  
Make clear demarcation where possible of “safe “ area eg circle marked in sand/ soil with heel, rope or twigs etc  
 

Fire getting out  of control Consider position of fire eg beach, fire pit and ground materials around, try to clear materials in immediate vicinity which may 
catch from main fire eg dry leaves etc. 
Ensure fire not on peat 
Accelerants must NOT be used to aid fire lighting. 
Check weather ie wind speed  and speed 
Always check fire is completely extinguished either by burying /water.  Go back and check after a period of time. 

Change of flame direction Make sure group is positioned far enough away to accommodate a wind change / increase. 
Ensure there is space for the group to retreat if needed. 

Wood preparation Correct use of cutting tools if appropriate (follow tools procedure) , close training and supervision .  
If wood is recycled such as pallets, fencing or similar then check carefully for nails etc and consider wearing of gloves. 
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Cooking over fires Ensure wood used does not contain paint, creosote, preservatives etc 

Adding wood to fire Pupils to be shown how to add wood to the fire safely 
Clarity on who is allowed to add wood and when. 
Wood to be placed, not thrown, onto fire 

Poisoning by firelighter Keep firelighters well away from mouth, eyes and food 

Slips and trips Ensure area surrounding fire is free of trip hazards 
Ensure wood is stockpiled away from the fire. 

Use of Matches/ flint & Steel Pupils to be shown how to light matches safely 
Pupils shown how to strike flint & steel safely 
Boxes of matches & flint & steels  should be collected in after use (unless pupils are keeping them for a reason) 

Clothing/Hair Pupils to wear non-flammable, non loose clothing. 
Long Hair must be worn tied back 

Kelly Kettles Ensure kettles are set up on flat, non flammable surface 
Ensure cork is removed prior to lighting 
Ensure material is fed from side of kettle into top and not directly down into “chimney” 
Ensure correct lift procedure is used with wooden handle & chain or leather gloves 
Place cups on floor when filling 

 Also refer to risk Assessments… 

All Off-Site Visits 

 

  


